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Presentation Notes
I am happy to be here to present a summary of the findings from the Charlottesville, VA National Community Survey, or The NCS.Before I begin, on behalf of myself and my Polco/NRC coworkers, I’d like to thank Ashley Reynolds Marshall, our primary contact throughout the survey development and implementation process. They provided thoughtful and detailed feedback throughout the project.I would also like to acknowledge my colleague, Steven Vickers, who was Charlottesville’s NCS project manager for this year’s survey and did the bulk of the work for this important project.
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(xxModify script as needed – for repeat/legacy clients, this slide is intended to highlight that we are still the same company that conducted their previous surveys despite the name change, and that we now offer vastly expanded resident engagement services that NRC did not before.)About Polco:Polco’s online community engagement polling platform provides the information tools local governments and other public sector leaders need. Now, hundreds of organizations nationwide use Polco for strategic planning, budgeting, and empowering resident voices.We make civil, verified community engagement online not only possible, but accessible.NRC and Polco merged in 2019 to more effectively serve local government and project resident voices.About NRC:National Research Center (NRC) at Polco gives local governments, and other public sector organizations, the data they need to make more informed decisions. Since 1994, we've worked with hundreds of jurisdictions nationwide.NRC is best known for our national benchmarking surveys, such as The National Community Survey (The NCS), the National Employee Survey, and the Community Assessment Survey for Older Adults, among others. Our benchmark database is the largest of its kind in the United States.Also:Partners with International City/County Managers Association (ICMA)The National League of Cities (NLS)Engaged Local Government Leaders (ELGL)Alliance for Innovation (AFI)Work closely with American Association for Public Opinion Research



Monitor trends in 
resident opinion

Measure government 
performance

Benchmarking 
to other 

communities

Inform budget, 
land use, strategic 
planning decisions

Role of Resident Surveys in Local Governance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we dive into the results, I want to emphasize that there are a variety of ways these results can be used. Most commonly, the jurisdictions we work with use their survey data to monitor trends in resident opinion over time, measure government performance and ratings of public trust, and to inform budgeting processes and strategic plans. Our results also allow you to benchmark your community’s specific characteristics and services against those same characteristics within other communities in our benchmark database. Our hope is that as these findings are presented, it will spur ideas for you in what could be done with these results, or where you might want to dig deeper. 



Facets of Community Livability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Community Survey, or The NCS, is a standardized 5-page comprehensive survey that allows municipalities to assess resident opinion about their community and local government. The NCS focuses on the “livability” of Charlottesville by categorizing survey questions into 10 main “facets” of community livability as shown here. These facets have been identified through extensive survey research as those that are most impactful to residents’ quality of life. The NCS includes items within each of these ten facets, to provide a full picture of how residents feel about their community. Finally, these facets also tend to align with municipal departments, making it easy for City staff to quickly find the information that is of the most importance to them in the final report of results.



The National Community Survey™ in Charlottesville

The NCS™ for Charlottesville, VA
● Fifth time conducting The NCS (previous surveys in 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018)
● Survey conducted from November 9, 2022 – December 21, 2022
● Mailing approach employed:

● Probability-based sample of 2,800 randomly selected households
● 371 total responses received
● 14% overall response rate
● Non-probability, open-participation survey: 356 responses

● Results statistically weighted to reflect Charlottesville overall
● 95% confidence interval with a +/- 5% margin of error

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All households within Charlottesville, VA were eligible to participate in the survey. A list of all households within the zip codes serving Charlottesville was purchased based on updated listings from the United States Postal Service. Using GIS boundary files provided by the City, addresses located outside of Charlottesville boundaries were removed from the list of potential households to survey. From that list, 2,800 addresses were randomly selected to receive the survey.The 2,800 randomly selected households received mailings beginning on November 9, 2022, and the survey remained open for 6 weeks. The first mailing was a postcard inviting the household to participate in the survey. The next mailing contained a cover letter with instructions, the five-page survey questionnaire, and a postage-paid return envelope. Both the postcard and cover letter included a web link to give residents the opportunity to respond to the survey online. All follow-up mailings asked those who had not yet completed the survey to do so and those who had already done so to not respond twice.The survey was offered in English and Spanish. All mailing materials contained instructions in both languages on how residents could complete the survey in their preferred language.A total of 371 completed surveys were received from these efforts, providing a response rate of 14% and a margin of error of plus or minus 5 percentage points. We then compared the demographic profile of survey respondents to that of adults in Charlottesville using the most recent Census and American Community Survey data and “weighted” the survey results. Weighting is a survey research best practice and helps to improve the representativeness of your survey results.In addition to the randomly selected “probability sample” of households, a link to an online, community-wide “open participation” survey was publicized by Charlottesville. The open participation survey was open to all Charlottesville residents and became available on December 7, 2022. The survey remained open for 2 weeks and 356 responses were received. This presentation and the report are based on the 371 responses from the random sample, mail-based survey; the responses to the open-participation survey are provided separately in the full report.



Polco’s Benchmarking Database

More than 500
comparison communities 
across the nation.

Representing the opinions 
of more than 50 million
residents.
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One of the advantages to a local government of participating in our community surveys is the opportunity to compare ratings given by your residents to those from communities across the nation. NRC was the first organization to conceive of the idea to create benchmarks of public opinion.  This allows jurisdictions to compare ratings of services to ratings of similar services from other communities.  There are currently about 500 communities in our database. 



Overview of 
Survey Results



Facets of 
Community 
Livability:
Quality

79%

52%

83%

76%

81%

64%

62%

55%

38%

36%

Residents' connection and engagement
with their community

Overall opportunities for education,
culture, and the arts

Overall health and wellness
opportunities

Overall quality of parks and recreation
opportunities

Overall quality of natural environment

Overall feeling of safety

Overall quality of the utility infrastructure

Overall design or layout of residential
and commercial areas

Overall quality of the transportation
system

Overall economic health

PERCENT EXCELLENT or GOOD

Higher

Similar

Lower

COMPARISON TO 
NATIONAL
BENCHMARK:
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Presentation Notes
In the survey, we have two questions that ask directly about those 10 facets of community livability. This first asks residents to rate the quality of each, and you can see the resulting comparison to the national benchmark in the shading on the chart.



Facets of 
Community 
Livability:
Importance

59%

65%

67%

68%

81%

88%

81%

74%

86%

87%

Residents' connection and
engagement with their community

Overall opportunities for education,
culture, and the arts

Overall health and wellness
opportunities

Overall quality of parks and recreation
opportunities

Overall quality of natural environment

Overall feeling of safety

Overall quality of the utility
infrastructure

Overall design or layout of residential
and commercial areas

Overall quality of the transportation
system

Overall economic health

PERCENT ESSENTIAL OR VERY
IMPORTANT

Higher

Similar

Lower

COMPARISON TO 
NATIONAL
BENCHMARK:
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The second question asks about the same facets of livability, but is centered on how important residents think it is for the community to focus on each facet in the coming two years. So we ask about both the quality and importance of each of these facets, and we use those answers to create the quality/importance matrix, which we’ll see on the next slide.



Balancing Quality and Importance
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Presentation Notes
We use this chart, which is also included in the report, to help determine which areas are of relatively higher importance and lower quality to residents—those are located in the lower-right quadrant as pictured. This chart is one of many ways to interpret your data, and can be used to identify key findings and help a community determine which areas may need additional focus or resource allocation in the coming years, and which others are performing well by comparison.



Comparisons to National Benchmarks

5
received 

more 
positive
ratings

87
received similar

ratings

31
received 

more 
negative 
ratings
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Of the 123 survey items for which residents provided evaluative ratings, 5 received ratings higher than the national benchmark, 87 received similar ratings, and 31 received lower ratings. Ratings are considered similar if they are within 10 points of the national average, and higher or lower if they are more than 10 points different from the average.HigherCharlottesville as a place to visitOverall opportunities for education, culture, and the artsOpportunities to attend cultural/arts/music activitiesCommunity support for the artsAdult educational opportunities�LowerOverall quality of the transportation systemEase of public parkingOverall feeling of safety in CharlottesvilleTraffic flow on major streets



Comparisons from 2018 to 2022

9
received 

more 
positive
ratings

10
received similar

ratings

50
received 

more 
negative 
ratings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When compared to results from Charlottesville’s NCS results from 2018, in 2022, 9 received ratings that were statistically significantly higher than the previous survey iteration, 10 received similar ratings, and 50 received lower ratings. Ratings are considered similar if they are within 7 points of the results from the 2018 iterations, and higher or lower if they are more than 7 points different from the 2018 iteration of The NCS.HigherThe quality of storm water managementThe quality of the preservation of natural areasAvailability of paths and walking trailsQuality of drinking waterEase of travel by car in Charlottesville�LowerThe quality of crime preventionThe quality of bus or transit servicesOverall feeling of safety in CharlottesvilleOverall quality of new development in Charlottesville



Key Findings
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Presentation Notes
Moving now into the highlights of our findings, I do want to point a few items that stood out to us as survey researchers. There is a lot of additional data in the full report that we won’t cover today, but today’s presentation will focus on a few areas that we found to be most noteworthy within Charlottesville’s survey results. 



Key Finding #1

Residents 
generally feel 
safe in 
Charlottesville 
but have some 
concerns about 
police services.
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Presentation Notes
First off, Residents generally feel safe in Charlottesville but have some concerns about police services.



Safety in Charlottesville

86%

68%

79%

93%

68%

From fire, flood, or natural
disaster

From violent crime

From property crime

In Charlottesville's
downtown/commercial

area during the day

In your neighborhood
during the day

PERCENT VERY OR
SOMEWHAT SAFE

Higher

Similar

Lower

COMPARISON TO 
NATIONAL
BENCHMARK:

Please rate how safe or unsafe you feel:
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Presentation Notes
Residents ranked safety as their overall top priority for Charlottesville in the next two years, and a majority of survey participants indicated that they felt safe in Charlottesville. About 9 in 10 residents stating that they felt very safe or somewhat safe in their neighborhood during the day as well as from fire, flood, or other natural disaster. Residents’ feeling of safety in Charlottesville’s downtown/commercial area during the day declined by 11 points to 79% since the 2018 iteration of The NCS but remained on par with comparable communities in the nation. 68% of residents felt very or somewhat safe from property crime and violent crime, but the latter rating was lower than the national average. About half of survey participants favorably reviewed the overall feeling of safety in Charlottesville, a 21-point decrease since 2018.



Safety Services in Charlottesville

91%
Fire 

services

86%
Ambulance/
Emergency 

medical 
services

Percent excellent or good
All similar to national and peer benchmarks

78%
Fire 

prevention/ 
education

71%
Animal 
Control

63%
Emergency 

Preparedness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fire services and emergency medical services were rated positively by about 9 in 10 residents, while the quality of fire prevention and education received positive reviews by 8 in 10 participants. 71% of survey respondents favorably rated the quality of animal control, while 63% offered the same for the quality of emergency preparedness in Charlottesville. 



Policing in Charlottesville

Police 
Services

Overall quality of police/sheriff services (53%)

Overall quality of crime prevention (37%)
*Percent excellent or good

Resident 
Priority

The city should focus on reducing crime and disorder (74%)

It is essential or very important for the City to increase service 
levels for police patrol and investigative services (70%)

*Lower than benchmark
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While most services relating to safety in Charlottesville received reviews similar to those of other communities across the nation, residents offered below average reviews for some police-related services. 52% of residents rated the overall quality of police/sheriff services positively, down 14 points since 2018 and 27 points since 2016. The overall quality of crime prevention also declined since 2018, with 37% of respondents rating it excellent or good compared to 63% in 2018. Improving the quality of police services is also important to residents. In a series of questions unique to Charlottesville, about three-quarters of residents indicated that they wanted the City to focus on reducing crime and disorder. Additionally, 70% of residents suggested that it is essential or very important for the City to increase service levels for police patrol and investigative services in Charlottesville.



Residents 
appreciate 
Charlottesville's 
natural 
environment and 
recreational 
opportunities.

Key Finding #2
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Secondly, residents appreciate Charlottesville's natural environment and recreational opportunities. 



The Natural Environment in Charlottesville

65%

67%

66%

87%

62%

59%Yard waste pick-up

Recycling

Charlottesville open space

Preservation of natural
areas

Air quality

Water resources

PERCENT EXCELLENT
OR GOOD

Higher

Similar

Lower

Please rate each of the following in the 
Charlottesville community:

COMPARISON TO 
NATIONAL
BENCHMARK:
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Ratings for survey items related to Charlottesville’s natural environment tended to be positive and on par with national averages. More than 8 in 10 of respondents gave excellent or good reviews to the overall quality of natural environment in the city, with the highest rating going to the air quality of Charlottesville (87%). Nearly two-thirds offered positive evaluations of Charlottesville's open space, preservation of natural areas, recycling, and water resources. Reviews for the preservation of natural spaces increased by 14 points since the 2018 iteration of The NCS (from 52% to 66%). In a question unique to Charlottesville, 66% of respondents also named improving environmental quality as essential or very important for the City to address within the next two years. 



Parks and Recreation in Charlottesville

7 in 10 5 in 108 in 10

There are sufficient 
fitness opportunities 

and availability of 
paths and walking 

trails.

Charlottesville 
provides excellent or 

very good quality 
recreation programs 

and facilities.

It is essential or very 
important to provide 
more and improved 

parks and open space.
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A majority of residents were also pleased with Charlottesville’s parks and recreational opportunities, with three-quarters positively rating their overall quality. Fitness opportunities and the availability of paths and walking trails received high marks from about 8 in 10 residents, on par with the national average. Recreation programs or classes and the recreation centers or facilities themselves were both scored positively by about 7 in 10 residents. There was also interest in further strengthening City parks; about half of survey respondents stated it was essential or very important for the City to focus on providing more parks and open space and improving park conditions within the next two years. 



Charlottesville 
residents widely 
use alternative 
forms of transport 
and support 
increasing 
transportation 
options.

Key Finding #3
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Our third findings is that Charlottesville residents widely use alternative forms of transport and support increasing transportation options. 



Mobility in Charlottesville

Ease of travel by car

Ease of walking in Charlottesville

Ease of public parking 

Traffic flow on major streets 

Ease of travel by bicycle 

Ease of travel by public transportation

61%

60%

38%

30%

27%

20%

Percent excellent or good

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charlottesville residents reported more frequent use of alternative forms of transportation than other communities across the nation, but their comparatively lower ratings of quality could suggest an area for additional focus for the city in the coming years. Nearly 8 in 10 residents reported walking or biking instead of driving, 6 in 10 carpooled with others, and 4 in 10 used bus, rail, subway, or other public transportation instead of driving. Each of these is higher than the national average. When thinking about mobility in Charlottesville, the ease of walking received positive reviews from 60% of respondents, remaining steady with the 2018 survey and similar to the ease of travel by car in Charlottesville. About one-third of respondents rated the ease of public parking and traffic flow on major streets as excellent or good. About a quarter of residents viewed the ease of biking and the ease of travel by public transportation favorably, lower than comparable communities. In a question unique to the City, about three-quarters of residents stated it was essential or very important to increase transportation options (i.e. car/bike share, shuttles) in the next two years. 



While ratings for 
utilities are 
strong overall, 
Charlottesville 
residents point to 
affordable high-
speed internet 
access as an area 
of opportunity.

Key Finding #4
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Our final observation is that while ratings for utilities are strong overall, Charlottesville residents point to affordable high-speed internet access as an area of opportunity. 



Utilities in Charlottesville

56%

75%

83%

86%

74%

73%

72%

Affordable high speed internet
access

Garbage collection

Drinking water

Sewer services

Storm water management

Power (electric and/or gas)
utility

Utility billing

PERCENT EXCELLENT OR
GOOD

Higher

Similar

Lower

Please rate the quality of each of the 
following services in Charlottesville:

COMPARISON TO 
NATIONAL
BENCHMARK:

Presenter
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When asked which aspects of the community the City should focus on in the next two years, 81% of residents identified the overall utility infrastructure as a priority; 64% rated the overall quality of the utility infrastructure as excellent or good. Both of these marks are on par with national benchmarks. Sewer service quality remained strong since the previous survey, with more than 8 in 10 favorable reviews. The quality of Charlottesville drinking water saw a 12-point increase since the 2018 survey, with 83% of survey participants rating it positively, a score similar to the national average. Positive ratings were given by about 7 in 10 residents for the City’s garbage collection, storm water management, power utility, utility billing. About two-thirds of respondents gave high marks to the overall quality of the utility infrastructure in Charlottesville, on par with the national average. About half of residents positively rated affordable high-speed internet access in the city, which was also similar to benchmark communities.



Additional 
Special Topics

Presenter
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The NCS has space where a community can add questions of current topical or policy interest.  I’d like to show the responses from the community to those custom questions asked by the Charlottesville.



Charlottesville City Services

For each of the following City services, please indicate if you think the current service
level should be increased, remain at current levels, or be decreased.

Increase Service Level

-Bicycle and pedestrian 
infrastructure

Equal increase/Keep Current

-Communicating with residents

-Competitive grant funding to 
local non-profits

-Traffic System improvements

-Police patrol and investigative 
services

Keep Current Service Level

-Downton parking enforcement

-Proactive code enforcement

-Park maintenance

-Street and sidewalk 
maintenance and repairs
-Building permit and inspection 
service



Summary of 

Conclusions

• Residents generally feel safe in 
Charlottesville but have some 
concerns about police services.

• Residents appreciate 
Charlottesville's natural 
environment and recreational 
opportunities.

• Charlottesville residents widely use 
alternative forms of transport and 
support increasing transportation 
options.

• While ratings for utilities are strong 
overall, Charlottesville residents 
point to affordable high-speed 
internet access as an area of 
opportunity.



What findings 
did you expect?

What findings were 
surprising?

In what areas 
should you 

focus?

Are there areas 
where you need to 

dig deeper?

Debriefing The Survey Results



Continue Resident Engagement on Polco

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The online version of the survey was hosted on Polco. After completing the community survey online, residents were asked if they would like to join your Polco panel.If you wish to dig deeper to find out more about the opinions and perceptions of residents, you can continue to engage with your community on Polco. 



Polco Performance Dashboards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Share new questions through social media, email, in-person events, local media, and other channels as appropriate. Engage with your online community panel to:Ask follow-up questions to your community survey. Questions can include images (maps, pictures, and video) in addition to links to better inform respondents.Ask about hot topics and new policy issues as they ariseCharlottesville currently has 445 panel participants – you can continue to ask questions and dialogue with these community members!



Questions?



Thank you!
Joseph Dell’Olio
Senior Survey Associate
Polco/National Research Center
joe@polco.us
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